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Humans can be infected sequentially by different strains of the same virus.

Estimating the prevalence of so-called ‘superinfection’ for a particular patho-

gen is vital because superinfection implies a failure of immunologic memory

against a given virus despite past exposure, which may signal challenges for

future vaccine development. Increasingly, viral deep sequencing and

phylogenetic inference can discriminate distinct strains within a host. Yet,

a population-level study may misrepresent the true prevalence of super-

infection for several reasons. First, certain infections such as herpes

simplex virus (HSV-2) only reactivate single strains, making multiple

samples necessary to detect superinfection. Second, the number of samples

collected in a study may be fewer than the actual number of independently

acquired strains within a single person. Third, detecting strains that are rela-

tively less abundant can be difficult, even for other infections such as HIV-1

where deep sequencing may identify multiple strains simultaneously. Here

we develop a model of superinfection inspired by ecology. We define an

infected individual’s richness as the number of infecting strains and use

ecological evenness to quantify the relative strain abundances. The model

uses an EM methodology to infer the true prevalence of superinfection

from limited clinical datasets. Simulation studies with known true

prevalence are used to contrast our EM method to a standard (naive) calcu-

lation. While varying richness, evenness and sampling we quantify the

accuracy and precision of our method. The EM method outperforms in all

cases, particularly when sampling is low, and richness or unevenness is

high. Here, sensitivity to our assumptions about clinical data is considered.

The simulation studies also provide insight into optimal study designs;

estimates of prevalence improve equally by enrolling more participants or

gathering more samples per person. Finally, we apply our method to data

from published studies of HSV-2 and HIV-1 superinfection.
1. Introduction
Superinfection is highly relevant to the disciplines of public health and immu-

nology because it indicates that primary infection may provide only limited

cross-immunity against re-exposure to a new strain of the virus. Development

of a prophylactic vaccine may be more challenging if superinfection with a

particular virus is common. As deep sequencing is increasingly performed on

clinical samples, the issue of superinfection will be increasingly common,

because deep sequencing provides previously unavailable strain-defining infor-

mation. Therefore, we have designed a model to analyse limited sequence data

to infer the prevalence of superinfection on a population level.

Superinfection has been observed for many common viruses including human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [1–3], hepatitis C [4], herpes simplex virus (HSV)

[5,6] and cytomegalovirus (CMV) [7]. Prevalence often correlates with risk factors

for acquisition. For instance, a population-based survey found HSV-2
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superinfection prevalence of 3.7% with higher prevalences

found in individuals also infected with HIV [6]. Measured

prevalence for multiple strain HCV infections inclusive of

superinfection and simultaneous acquisition range from 0.7%

to 25% with particularly high prevalence noted among inject-

ing drug users [4,8,9]. HIV superinfection also varies

according to risk exposure and can approach 10% in certain

studies. Primary infection incidence exceeds superinfection

incidence in certain cohorts but not others [8,10]. Immune fac-

tors may protect against or enhance the risk of superinfection

[11,12], though even the presence of broadly neutralizing

antibodies may not protect against superinfection [13].

Yet, the prevalence of superinfection in populations is

generally unknown and empirical measures of superinfection

may represent underestimates for several reasons. For viruses

with periodic reactivation such as HSV and CMV, a single

sample during a period of active viral replication may only

detect the single reactivating strain (for HSV, see [14,15]).

Even for systemic infection with continual replication at mul-

tiple sites (such as HIV), where superinfecting strains are

more likely to replicate simultaneously, limited sampling

may not be adequate to detect all superinfecting strains, par-

ticularly if a single strain predominates. Anatomic sampling

challenges may exist.

Deep sequencing data can distinguish different strains

of viruses within a single host to uncover superinfection

[16–18]. If a certain genetic distance between strains is

observed, it is possible to rule out evolutionary linkages and

confidently infer multiple acquisitions of the same viral patho-

gen. Though deep sequencing does not necessarily distinguish

superinfection (sequential acquisition) from dual-strain infec-

tion (simultaneous acquisition), superinfection is likely to

represent the more common phenomenon: it is increasingly

recognized that bottlenecks at sites of transmission often

limit transmission to a single strain [19]. For HSV and other

periodic viruses, multiple samples over time are necessary to

determine superinfection. For HIV and other chronic systemic

viral infections, deep sequencing may allow identification of

multiple strains from a single timepoint, detecting a quasi-

species of many viral variants simultaneously [20,21]. In both

cases, even if sequential sampling is performed in study

participants, there is no guarantee that all existing strains will

be detected. Throughout the paper we ignore false positives,

assuming that proper sequencing protocols were used.

However, each sequencing platform and viral system carries

its own challenges in identifying distinct variants (sample

collection, target amplification, library preparation and recom-

bination [22]) and care must be taken to ensure the original data

used for the model are well-validated [23].

In ecology, estimators for animal richness (number of

species) and evenness (relative abundance of species) have

been developed given the challenges of wildlife collection

[24–26]. Some extensions of these methods have been used

for genetics [27] and virology [28,29]. However, these methods

are not well-suited for our purposes (superinfection studies)

because they assess scenarios with many species. Thus, we

adapted the richness and evenness framework to design

our own model for estimating superinfection.

Our method uses an expectation-maximization (EM)

algorithm to infer the real superinfection prevalence from

limited deep sequencing data. We first derive the probability

of observing a given richness from a true richness in a single

host. Moving to the population level, we demonstrate
estimation of underlying average richness from the limited

observed counts of superinfection. This estimation assumes

equivalent risk of infection over time and across study partici-

pants (i.e. a Poisson model for the true underlying richness).

By simulating clinical study data, we perform extensive com-

parisons of our EM method to the standard calculation (naive

estimate) of superinfection prevalence for relevant parameter

ranges. Our method begins with this estimate and improves

upon it by including more information about the sampling

procedure. For example, if the number of strains exceeds

the number of samples, some strains will necessarily be unde-

tected. Given the financial costs of superinfection studies,

these constraints raise a practical question: will a more confi-

dent estimate arise from sampling a larger distribution of

infected persons or performing more longitudinal samples

within a single person? By limiting the total number of

samples, we determine that EM estimation improves equally

from sampling more participants or increasing the number of

samples per participant. The first model applies to viruses

that reactivate periodically and thus require sequential

sampling to detect superinfection. Therefore, we also extend

our EM model to the context of viruses like HIV where mul-

tiple strains can be detected in a single sample. In that

context, simulation studies demonstrate that the extent of

underestimated superinfection depends on sampling depth

and evenness of strain distribution. We finally apply our

method to published HSV-2 and HIV data to demonstrate

our estimate of prevalence and how our model allows for

decreased sampling to achieve the same estimates. In the

HSV example [6], we demonstrate that in the most conserva-

tive estimate superinfection prevalence may be twofold

higher than would be expected using a standard calculation

(or naive estimate). While published HIV superinfection

studies are less-limited in sample size [2], our tool provides

a utilitarian alternative approach to minimize the cost and

patient burden of sampling.

1.1. An ecological framework for estimating the
prevalence of viral superinfection

In the Results, we develop a framework and methodology to

infer the prevalence of viral superinfection from population-

level studies. In particular, we differentiate viruses in which

a single strain is more likely to be replicating at a single

point in time (HSV-2) from viruses in which multiple strains

replicate concurrently (HIV-1). Under the latter assumption,

we consider the impact of sequencing depth.

We include definitions of important terms below. Super-

infection means sequential infection by different strains of

the same virus—as opposed to dual-strain infection: simul-

taneous infection by more than one strain of a virus, or

coinfection: infection with more than one type of pathogen

(e.g. HSV þ HIV). Strains define distinct viral infections;

each strain is a collection of related sequence variants that

differ due to within-host viral mutation. To develop a math-

ematical framework to analyse superinfection, we borrow

from ecology. Richness (R) denotes the number of infecting

strains. Within a single host, two strains may not be observed

to be equally abundant due to random fluctuations, immune

pressure, timing of infection, inoculum size of virus or biases

in experimental detection (‘catchability’ in the ecological

setting [30]). For our purposes in estimating superinfection,

the cause of observed differences in relative abundance is

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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unimportant. Evenness (E) encapsulates relative strain abun-

dances. Based on a Shannon entropy [31], this measure is

bounded by 0 (minimal evenness) to 1 (maximal evenness,

all species equivalently abundant) given a certain value of

the richness R.

In clinical superinfection studies, participants are sam-

pled with a blood draw, or a swab of an infected surface,

and viral DNA/RNA is genetically sequenced. We wish to

estimate the average richness (denoted kRl) and the average

prevalence of superinfection (denoted Ps) in a study popu-

lation. The data we consider come from studies with N
participants who were each sampled n times. The data are

collected as counts Nobs(Robs), serving as the number

of study participants having observed richness Robs ¼ 1, 2,

3, . . . . Making this a probability distribution by dividing

by the total number of participants we have pobs(Robs) ¼

Nobs(Robs)/N. Thus, a naive estimation of the average rich-

ness and a naive estimate of the average superinfection

prevalence can be calculated as

kRl ¼
X

r
r pobs(r), Ps ¼ 1� pobs(0): ð1:1Þ

However, both of these calculations will necessarily under-

estimate the values because the observed distribution is not

equal to the true distribution, i.e. pobs(Robs) = p(R).

Therefore, our main objective is to calculate the probability

of richness p(R) based on limited datasets. We develop the

model by considering the simplest case first, where strains

are equally abundant and a single sample from an individual

results in a single detected strain (Results I). We then go on

to relax the assumption of evenness and then allow for mul-

tiple strains to be detected in a single sample (Results II). For

reference, we include the following lexicon:

— variant: distinct viral DNA/RNA sequence arising from

within-host mutation and grouped with closely related

variants into a strain

— strain: collection of related variants indicating a distinct

viral acquisition

— superinfection: sequential infection with more than one

strain of a virus

— richness: (R) number strains infecting a participant

— observed richness: (Robs) number of strains observed to be

infecting a participant over n measurements

— evenness: (E) summary measure of the relative abundance

of infecting strains in a participant, calculated from

normalized Shannon entropy [31]

— superinfection prevalence: (Ps) population-level probability

of superinfection

2. Results I: single detected strain per sample
2.1. Mathematical model corrects for limited sampling

relative to naive estimate
Viruses that oscillate between a latent and active cycle (such

as HSV-2) are likely to reactivate only a single strain, and so

detection leads to a single strain per sample [15]. To date,

only one strain of HSV-2 has been detected in most samples

that have undergone next-generation sequencing [6,32]. We

illustrate a clinical study of such a virus in figure 1. Here,

the true richness in each participant (stars on human silhou-

ettes) varies from 1 to 3 and strains are evenly abundant.
Based on the true distribution, the average richness is kRl ¼
1.6 strains per participant and the superinfection prevalence

is Ps ¼ 4=10. Each participant is sampled twice, as indicated

by the purple circles. In three cases, the true richness is

underestimated because either a single strain is sampled

twice or because true richness exceeds the number of

samples taken. Observations on a population level take the

form Nobs(Robs): the number of participants observed to be

infected by a certain number of strains. Using a naive esti-

mate, we would underestimate average richness (1.3) and

superinfection prevalence (3/10).

To correct the underestimate, we infer a probability

distribution for the true richness from the data. This is accom-

plished in multiple steps. First, we note that the probability of

detecting Robs strains in a single participant arises from a

combinatoric process based on the true richness R and the

number of samples n. If we label each strain as 1, 2, 3 . . ., R,

where the number of strains is the richness R, we can think

of sampling n times as selecting a combination of strains

from the multinomial expansion (s1 þ s2 þ s3 þ . . . sR)n. We

call these combinations ‘words’. For example, it is possible

strain 1 is drawn twice in two samples which would lead

to the word W ¼ s2
1, or that a different strain is drawn in

each of three samples leading to the combination

W ¼ s1s3s5. We note that the combination’s exponents must

sum to the number of samples n.

If we allow each strain to have probability fi, the probabil-

ities of different observed richnesses can be visualized using a

hypercube of dimension n where each edge is divided into a

grid of f1, f2, . . .fR. In figure 2a, a hypothetical participant is

infected with three strains R ¼ 3 and is sampled twice n ¼ 2.

The samplings that lead to observing only one strain

(the words sisi) are coloured blue. Calculating the area of all

the blue boxes gives the probability of observing a single

strain. The probability of observing superinfection is the area

of the grey boxes. Similarly, in figure 2b, three samples are

shown and the probability of measuring precisely two strains

can be visualized as the sum of the volumes of the grey

cubes (18/27). Here, the probability of observing superinfec-

tion (24/27) is inclusive of measuring two or three strains,

respectively. In figure 2a, superinfection will be observed 2/3

of the time. If a third sample is obtained from the same

person, then the chance of observing superinfection rises to

fs ¼ �89% but the chance of detecting all three strains remains

low (approx. 22%). We present the probability distribution for

observed richness based on true richness and number of

samples with derivation in the Material and methods. A sim-

pler quantity is the probability of observing superinfection

from a participant. This can be calculated using the complete

expression equation (5.1), or by noticing it is the complement

of the probability of all ways to observe a single strain from

a participant:

fs ¼ 1�
XR

i¼1

fn
i : ð2:1Þ

For evenly abundant strains, fi ¼ 1/R and the probability of

observing superinfection in a single participant amounts to

fs ¼ 1� R1�n: ð2:2Þ

We have derived the probability of observing a richness

given a true richness and number of samples within a partici-

pant, showing how superinfection can be unobserved based on

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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limited sampling. To proceed to the population-level inference,

we must assume a function for the population-level distri-

bution of the richness, for which we choose a zero-truncated

Poisson (ZTP) distribution

Z(R; l) ¼ lR

R!

1

el � 1
: ð2:3Þ

The distribution satisfies several criteria. It is completely

defined by a single parameter referred to as the ZTP
parameter l. It is only defined on the whole numbers for

R . 1, which mimics the clinical studies where each partici-

pant is at least singly infected. Lastly, that there is some

constant average probability of infection represents the

most basic assumption. This assumption should be valid for

viruses that are homogeneously dispersed in a population

based on equivalent route of transmission and contact net-

works. One pure example may be spread of a respiratory

virus in a day care setting. A widely distributed sexually

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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transmitted disease such as HSV-2 may also meet this

criterion if a cohort with relatively uniform risk is assembled.

We used the EM algorithm [33] to find the best fit-value l̂

based on study data. The optimization is accomplished

numerically in R and detailed in the Material and methods.

We then calculate the EM inferred average richness and the

superinfection prevalence as

kR̂l ¼ l̂

1� e�l̂
, P̂s ¼ 1� Z(0; l̂), ð2:4Þ

based on the properties of the ZTP distribution.

2.2. Decreased evenness lowers the probability of
observing superinfection in a single host regardless
of true richness

A more general model allows for uneven strain abundance.

Uneven strains means the probability of detecting strain 1 is

not equal to the probability of detecting strain 2, i.e. f1 = f2.

We parameterize evenness with an exponential function

and a single parameter that we call the ‘superinfection

parameter’: a. The probability of measuring the j-th strain

(rank ordered from j ¼ 1! Robs) in a single sample from an

individual is

fj ¼ c (a, R)e�aj, ð2:5Þ

where c is a normalization constant that depends on a and R

c(a, R) ¼ ea � 1

1� e�aR , ð2:6Þ

see Material and methods for derivation. In figure 3a, we

demonstrate two geometric examples analogous to those in

figure 2. The formula for the probability of observing Robs

given a value of the superinfection parameter, the true richness

and the number of samples is presented and discussed in the

Material and methods, see equation (5.7).

We also use a summary measure describing the relative

abundances called the within-host strain evenness E. This

measure is a normalized Shannon entropy [34] common in

ecology,

E ¼ � 1

log R

XR

i¼1

fi logfi: ð2:7Þ

The exponential abundance model can be inserted into the

evenness to show that as a increases, evenness decreases as

E(a, R) ¼ � 1

ln R
( lnc þ ac@ac

�1), ð2:8Þ

where @a denotes a partial derivative with respect to a.

Plots of this function are shown in figure 3b. Increasing a

means the probability of observing the most abundant

strain rises.

Again, we can also express the simpler probability of

observing superinfection from a single participant in the

uneven case. Inserting equation (2.5) into equation (2.1), we

have for the uneven case

fs ¼ 1� 1� e�anR

ean � 1

� �
cn: ð2:9Þ

This expression is plotted in figure 3c, showing that the prob-

ability of observing superinfection fs increases with the

number of samples in an individual. This relationship

depends slightly on the true richness of that individual.
However, as unevenness increases (e.g. a ¼ 3, figure 3c(iv)),

the probability of observing superinfection is drastically

lower and only increases slightly with number of samples.

In that case, the increasing richness up to 5 has no impact

on the probability of observing superinfection because the

fifth strain is so rare compared to the first.

2.3. Simulated data illustrate the advantage of the
expectation-maximization estimation over the
naive estimation

To compare the accuracy of the EM method to the naive

method we simulated a theoretical distribution of partici-

pants (see Material and methods for procedure), varying

the number of samples n ¼ 2! 6, the number of study

participants N ¼ 40! 103, the average richness kRl ¼ 1!
1.4 and the evenness (through superinfection parameter

a ¼ 1! 3) for a total of 1050 parameter combinations. We

show in figure 4 that as simulated richness or unevenness

increases (figure 4a,b), the EM method performs equivalently

well in terms of returning the correct parameter. However,

the error of the naive method increases with richness and

unevenness, in both cases resulting in larger underestimates

of the true average richness. The error in richness estimation

with the naive estimate can be as large as 0.3, which even at

the highest richness can mean a 20% underestimation of

superinfection prevalence. Conversely, even under extremely

unfavourable conditions (low richness, high unevenness,

low sample size), the EM method is off by less than 1%. Of

practical concern, the number of samples per person and

number of participants does not affect the accuracy of the

EM algorithm on this scale (figure 4c,d ).

2.4. Model estimates improve equally with increased
sampling due to more participants or more
samples per participant

Clinical studies may be constrained by the total number of

samples. We thus interrogated the properties of the EM

estimation technique on simulated data (see Material and

methods for procedure) having a fixed total sample size

nN. We found that regardless of average richness or evenness

between strains, estimation of the average richness is more

accurate and precise with increased numbers of total samples,

though the number of samples per participant or number of

participants were not influential given a fixed total number

of samples.

In figure 5, we demonstrate the EM method on simulated

data with fixed nN ¼ 250, nN ¼ 500, nN ¼ 1000 and nN ¼
2000 (columns) for even (a ¼ 0) and highly uneven cases

(a ¼ 2). The lines are coloured by the superinfection preva-

lence (Ps) from 1% to 30% of participants having more than

one strain. We calculated our method’s accuracy, or bias, as

difference from the true value of richness and our methods

precision as standard deviation in the estimated ZTP

parameter lest over 2000 simulations. As nN increased, esti-

mate accuracy increases (figure 5a). Similarly, estimate

precision improved with increased sampling (figure 5b).

Accuracy was lowest when population richness was low,

unevenness was high and overall sample size was low. Bias

was, however, of low magnitude throughout scenarios

addressed, indicating the accuracy of our method over a
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function of the superinfection parameter a for different richness R (see equation (2.8)). Examples in (a) are noted with arrows. (c) The probability of observing
superinfection increases with more samples, but the rate of increase is drastically slower for uneven strain abundances. The probabilities of observing superinfection
corresponding to the examples in (a) can be seen as fs � 0.4 and � 0.2, respectively.
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wide range of conditions. Increasing samples per participant

at the expense of number of participants had little effect on

accuracy or precision regardless of average richness or
evenness (no slope in lines). A simulation consisting of

nN ¼ 2000 total samples would eliminate nearly all bias

and most imprecision except in highly uneven conditions.

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 5. Accuracy and precision improve with increased sampling equivalently. We apply our method to simulated data for fixed total number of samples (nN—
columns), evenness (a—rows) and richness (Ps—lines). Two thousand replicate simulations were completed for each parameter set. (a) Estimate accuracy
measured by the difference of the actual richness and the average estimated richness. (b) Estimate precision measured by standard deviation (s.d.) of estimated
ZTP parameter across 2000 replicate simulations. Both accuracy and precision improve with total number of samples, but do not change with n or N when the total
number of samples (nN) remains constant.
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2.5. Estimation of average richness is less biased if
initial assumptions of evenness are too low rather
than too high

The current model requires an assumption of the evenness.

Yet, this information is often not directly available for a given

infection. Preliminary studies of simultaneous inference of

evenness and richness show that many samples are needed

per person but will be the subject of further work. To show

the bias resulting from the evenness assumption, we tested

the accuracy of the model when the superinfection parameter

was incorrectly specified. We simulated a study with N ¼ 500

participants each sampled n ¼ 3 times. The evenness of the

virus was specified by a ¼ 0, 1, 2. Then, we used the EM algor-

ithm with varying estimated a to estimate the ZTP parameter.

The procedure was replicated 2000 times for each parameter

set. The results are shown in figure 6. For all values of average

richness (true l), estimating a too low (the true value is

denoted by the location of the black circles), resulted in an

underestimate of l, while overestimating a resulted in an over-

estimate of l (figure 6). Overestimates of a resulted in a greater
magnitude of bias than underestimates. It is thus advisable

to assume evenness in cases where no information about the

relative abundance is present.

2.6. Sensitivity to the assumption of homogeneous
population-level superinfection prevalence

A ZTP distribution assumes the superinfection risk is homo-

geneously distributed across the population. To assess

whether our estimator would perform well under departures

from the assumption of a true underlying ZTP, we simulated

superinfection to be possible only among half the population.

For example, when simulating a 30% superinfection rate,

instead of simulating a constant average number of infections

of 1.4 per person (l ¼ 0.68), we simulated an average of 2.0

infections (l ¼ 1.62) in half the population (to achieve a

60% expected superinfection rate) and exactly 1.0 infections

(or 0% superinfection rate) in the other half. We then esti-

mated superinfection prevalence from the resulting data

assuming the data were distributed with a single average

richness (i.e. keeping the ZTP distribution assumption in

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the model). We used 10 000 participants per each of 100

simulations to quickly estimate accuracy.

We varied superinfection rates (Ps ¼ 2%! 30%), per-

person numbers of samples (n ¼ 2! 6), and unevenness

(a ¼ 0! 3). Percent bias in the EM estimate of superinfection

prevalence was less than 20% over all simulations. Percent

bias was less than 5% for lower true superinfection preva-

lence (2–10%). Of note, superinfection estimates tended to

be slight overestimates when the population was highly

dichotomized in terms of risk rather than well mixed; the

highest overestimate was a bias of 36% for a high true super-

infection prevalence (30%) even strain abundance (a ¼ 0) and

high number of samples (n ¼ 5) samples per-person. Bias was

lower with higher unevenness, fewer samples per person and

lower superinfection prevalence.

If presented with different data suggesting heterogene-

ous incidence of infection, our model might potentially

be extended to infer more than one infection probability.

However, the small per cent biases that were calculated for

many conditions indicate that our methods are likely to be

approximately accurate even when the assumption of constant

incidence is not met.
2.7. Example from the literature, herpes simplex virus-2
superinfection estimate

Recently, evidence for dual-strain infection with multiple

strains of HSV-2 was found in a global study with N ¼ 459

participants [6]. Two specimens per individual (n ¼ 2) were

collected a median of five months apart. Sequencing and

phylogenetic analysis found 17 dual-strain infection events.

We use these data as an example dataset to illustrate the

power of the EM algorithm in estimating the prevalence of

dual-strain infection. The raw data and the naive estimate

are compared with the EM estimate in figure 7. While there

are not extra data available to estimate the relative abundance

of strains (and therefore the superinfection parameter), we

make the neutral estimate of perfect evenness, finding that

the prevalence of dual-strain infection is approximately 7%,

doubling the naive estimate of 3.7% [6]. Moreover, if the

strains were even slightly uneven (a ¼ 1), the dual-strain

infection prevalence might be as high as 10%, and higher

unevenness indicates even higher prevalence.
3. Results II: many detected strains per sample
Superinfection has been observed in systemically replicating

viruses in which a single sample can detect multiple strains.

These viruses include HIV [1–3] and hepatitis C [4]. For

these viruses, inference of the population-level prevalence of

superinfections requires additions to the previous model. In

figure 8, we assume that sampled sequences have already

been preprocessed into a phylogenetic tree [35] that revealed

multiple strain populations that are sufficiently distinct to con-

fidently infer dual-strain infection rather than intra-host

evolution. In our illustration, the single participant has been

detected to have Robs ¼ 2 strains in a sample with n ¼ 19

sequences, 12 of strain A and seven of strain C. It is possible

to use the ratio of these strain counts to estimate the evenness

of the virus, but viruses may change proportion over time. We

use the EM formalism as in the previous model to perform the

estimate of the average strain richness in a population.

We performed simulations to test the accuracy of the new

multi-strain per sample model. By simulating data from a

study with 200 individuals we compared the EM method

to the naive estimate. We varied the number of samples per

participant n ¼ 10! 200, the actual average richness of the

population kRl ¼ 1! 1.4 and the superinfection parameter

a ¼ 0! 5 for a total of 180 parameter combinations. Shown in

figure 9, the EM method has excellent accuracy for all parameter

combinations, while the naive method worsens with decreasing

number of samples, increasing average richness, and increasing

unevenness. Unevenness is modelled as before with an

exponential function and the single ‘superinfection’ parameter

a. Particularly in cases where small sample size is desirable

for practical reasons (e.g. cost), the EM method performs

substantially more accurately for modest unevenness a � 2.

Again, simulations were accomplished in R. A population

of participants (N ¼ 200) with random richness was created

by sampling from the ZTP distribution. Then, the observed

data were created by multinomial sampling with intra-host

probabilities for each strains calculated from the specified a

and that individual’s richness (see equation (5.2)) where the

number of samples n represents the number of sequences

measured and analysed simultaneously.

As a brief illustration, we used our method on freely

available data from a clinical study of HIV superinfection [2].

Piantadosi et al. acquired samples at two-time points (‘initial’

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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and ‘chronic’ approx. 100 and 1000 days post infection,

respectively) in 36 HIV-infected participants. There was a

median of 15 sequences per participant. Possible superinfec-

tion was identified in seven participants, and additional

intermediate time points were analysed in those seven

patients. Using only sequences read on or following the

first time superinfection was observed in those seven persons,

we found that 9–15% of sequences observed were of the

less abundant (subdominant) strain. Only data from time

points with two or more strains detected are presented in

their work (1/2 of time points) indicating a 5–7% prevalence

of the subdominant strain, when two strains are present. This

unevenness corresponds to a � 2.6! 3.0, for which we

choose the lower bound. Using this superinfection parameter,

we applied our EM estimation algorithm to a single time

point (the final time point) for the env gene of HIV. If those

data were naively analysed, 4/36 or 11% superinfection

prevalence would be found. However, the algorithm

calculates 25% superinfection prevalence. This is similar to

the total study superinfection prevalence of 7/36 or 20%,

illustrating the inferential ability of algorithm using under-

sampled data. Moreover, the total study superinfection

prevalence also likely represents an underestimate due to

the unevenness of strains and relatively low sample size

(median seven sequences per env gene per time point).
4. Discussion
Because clinical superinfection studies are challenging,

accounting for limited sampling is necessary to realistically

define the true prevalence of superinfection. We have shown

that if richness (total number of strains) or unevenness (relative

abundance of strains) is high within a host, a standard calcu-

lation (naive estimate) of prevalence at the population level is

likely to represent an underestimate particularly if the under-

lying biology of infection only allows for the detection of a

single viral strain per sample. Viruses that periodically reacti-

vate such as HSV-2 are likely to fall within category.

For infections such as HIV-1, in which multiple strains can

be obtained per sample, even minimal unevenness (a . 2)

still creates conditions in which naive estimates are likely to

underestimate true superinfection prevalence.

We incorporated an ecological framework and developed

an EM methodology to estimate the true prevalence of super-

infection on a population level, beginning with minimal

assumptions about the incidence distribution and the within-

host evenness. Our effort to describe uneven strains is justified

by the fact that individual viral strains expand and contract on

exponential scales in accordance with the intensity of the

immune response, making unevenness and single strain pre-

dominance a likely phenomenon [15]. The method infers a

single parameter distribution, the ZTP distribution, that can

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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be used to extrapolate the population-level prevalence of

superinfection from limited data.

Our first method was designed for infections such as

HSV-2 that typically admit a single strain per sample. In

this case, superinfection is particularly likely to be underesti-

mated by low sampling. When applied to a clinical study, we

found a twofold increase in the prevalence compared to the

naive estimate. The estimate marks a lower bound; the esti-

mate only increases with increasing assumed unevenness.

We specifically examine HSV-2, but similar outcomes can

be expected for other chronic viral infections that sequentially

reactivate single strains longitudinally. A caveat to this esti-

mation is provided in that current methods to estimate

evenness may not be adequate, and the assumption of even-

ness may alter the estimation of richness. We determined that

in cases where no information of evenness is available, the

most conservative estimates of superinfection prevalence

can be calculated by using perfect evenness (a ¼ 0).

We also extended our approach to include systemically

infecting viruses such as HIV-1 and hepatitis C that allow

for concurrent detection of multiple strains in a single

sample. These datasets allow us to use a specific evenness

distribution for each participant, making simultaneous infer-

ence of evenness and richness possible, and resulting in the

fact that underestimation of superinfection in these datasets

are much less extreme. As shown in a short analysis of litera-

ture data, our inference method may allow for substantially

less sampling to obtain the same results as previous studies

with large sample sizes.

By using large simulated datasets, we found that the accu-

racy and precision of the EM estimation is consistently

excellent for parameter ranges of interest (less than 1%

error in estimated average richness). Our model provides

the most benefit in situations where underestimation is high-

est with the naive method: when very limited samples are

collected from samples of individuals with higher richness

and uneven strains. The simulations also highlight a practical

consideration: that increased sampling per participant, or

enrolling more participants provide the same benefit to esti-

mation accuracy. This flexibility is valuable for studies

where one or the other option is simpler or more affordable.
Our tools can be applied to quantify superinfection in a

broad range of viruses. However, certain broad assumptions

must be made. First, deep sequencing must be able to dis-

tinguish strains, which may be difficult for viruses with low

population-level diversity. Second, we assume that a majority

of dual-strain infections results from superinfection rather

than dual-strain infection (simultaneous transmission). The

validity of this assumption is related to the particular epi-

demiology of the virus of interest. In general, if immunity

against primary infection is poor, and there are multiple

exposures to infection, then superinfection becomes far more

likely. Third, for our model, sampling must occur from a

population with relatively similar risks of multiple exposures

to a virus of interest. These populations would tend to include

those with homogeneous mixing and similar behavioural

risks. Estimating superinfection in heterogeneous populations

will be possible, but considerably more complex, requiring a

deep understanding of virology and exposure patterns to

accurately parameterize those situations. We have shown

that for limited data, bias generated by this assumption is

low. In future work, we might generalize our method to

other distributions, particularly to describe a study popu-

lation stratified by low and risk subpopulations. Fourth, we

must estimate the unevenness of the virus separately. This

can be done by comparing the relative abundance of strains

detected from viruses that allow multiple strains to be

detected simultaneously. Otherwise, we must guess uneven-

ness, and our sensitivity analysis shows that the least biased

assumption without extra information is to assume perfectly

even strain abundance (a ¼ 0). Unless additional data are

available to say otherwise, we recommend that perfect even-

ness should be assumed. Preliminary simulations on

simultaneous inference of evenness and richness in the

single strain per sample setting require very high numbers

of samples per person n�10. For practical purposes, it may

be possible to use a highly sampled subset of a study popu-

lation to create an estimation of the evenness, and use this

estimate across the rest of the low-sampled cohort. Moreover,

it may be that the biologic importance of superinfecting

strains may correlate with their abundance, making the

rarest strains less relevant in a vaccine context.

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Prior estimates of richness are of practical value in terms

of deciding the samples required per person in a clinical

study. Thus, our methods are clinically relevant as increased

average richness or decreased strain evenness necessitates

higher sampling. Quantifying viral superinfection addresses

an important biologic question because superinfection

implies the failure of the memory immune response to

protect against re-exposure to a virus. The failure of cross-

immunity becomes immediately important in the context of

vaccine design and our results suggest in some contexts,

the phenomenon might occur more frequently than

previously envisioned.
.Soc.Interface
15:201
5. Material and methods
Code used in all methods, and to make all plots is hosted on

https://github.com/dbrvs/superinfection. Short examples are

provided that could be modified by the user for their purposes.
70968
5.1. Derivation of within-host probability distribution
for even, single strain per measurement scenario

We are interested in the number of combinations of R strains in

n samples that contain exactly Robs strains. For a given Robs,

then we think of this as a ‘Polya urn’ problem, distribut-

ing each of the n samples into Robs urns, where no urn

can be left empty. The solution is the alternating sum

Robs

0

� �
ðRobs � 0Þn� Robs

1

� �
ðRobs � 1Þn þ Robs

2

� �
ðRobs � 2Þn � . . . [36].

Then, there are R
Robs

� �
ways to select Robs strains from the true

underlying richness, and finally, to make it probability we

must divide by the total number of possible combinations from

the true richness, i.e. Rn. The result is the probability of observing

the richness r given n samples from an individual with a true

underlying richness R and a perfect evenness of viral strains.

This leads to the conditional probability discussed in the Results,

F(Robs ¼ rjR, n) ¼ 1

Rn

R
r

� �Xr�1

k¼0

r
k

� �
(�1)k(r� k)n: ð5:1Þ
5.2. Notes on exponential unevenness
To parameterize the uneven abundances, we made the assump-

tion that strain abundances could be modelled as exponentially

uneven. That is the j-th strain has probability

fj ¼ c exp (�aj): ð5:2Þ

The exponential function was chosen because given a single par-

ameter model, it is the ‘maximum entropy’ distribution, or that

which makes the minimally informative assumption [31]. We cal-

culate the normalization constant c, which depends on the

richness R, using a partial sum of the geometric seriesPR
k¼1 xk ¼ x(xR � 1)=(x� 1). We replace x ¼ exp (�a), which

makes jxj , 1 as required. Some simplifying leads to

c(a, R) ¼
XR

k¼1

e�ak

" #�1

¼ ea � 1

1� e�aR : ð5:3Þ

Note these formulae are only valid for a . 0, but allowing a! 0

we can expand terms to first order in a, i.e. using e2ax � 1 2 ax,

we have

fj �
a!0

(1þ a)� 1

1� (1� aR)
(1� aj) ¼ 1

R
, ð5:4Þ

thus recovering the even abundance model.
Inserting the uneven abundance formulation into the

evenness function leads to

E ¼ � 1

ln R

XR

i¼1

ce�ai lnce�ai

¼ � c

ln R

XR

i¼1

(e�ai lncþ�aie�ai): ð5:5Þ

The first term in the sum is computed
PR

i¼1 e�ai lnc ¼ c�1 lnc

recognizing again the partial sum. The second term can be com-

puted by using a partial derivative with respect to a, that is

�i exp (�ai) ¼ @a exp (�ai), shifting the derivative outside the

sum, and identifying c21. Thus we have the expression for

evenness in the exponentially abundant model

E(a, R) ¼ � 1

ln R
(lncþ ac@ac

�1): ð5:6Þ
5.3. Derivation of within-host probability distribution
for uneven, single strain per measurement scenario

When strains are not assumed to be evenly abundant, detection

probabilities differ by strain. We name the strains by ranking

them in terms of their relative abundance, i.e. s2 is the second

most abundant strain. In the context of uneven abundance, the

probability of observing exactly k strains in an individual requi-

res enumeration of all possible observed combinations because

f1f2 = f2f3 (see visualization in figure 3a). Here, we derive the

general expression for the probability of observing a certain rich-

ness Robs given uneven strains probabilities parameterized by a,

underlying richness R and number of samples n in an individual.

We call each of the possible strain combinations a word W. The

word s1s2s4 means strain 1, 2 and 4 were observed. There are R
Robs

� �
combinations that result in the same number of observed strains.

We record these combinations in the set of all words {W}, the set

of all ways to select Robs observed strains from R true strains.

Then, keeping with the urn analogy, we define the set {U} to be

the set of all possible ordered words that distribute n samples

into Robs urns. This provides the sequence of observations of

strain 1! Robs. The sequence U l ¼ (1, 2, 1) means in the l-th
sequence first strain was counted once, the second twice and the

third once. We also further define references to single strain prob-

abilities within words by subscript j such that fW ij
denotes the

probability of the strain in the j-th position of the i-th word.

To calculate the conditional probability we desire, we sum

over {W} and {U} where j . j indicates the magnitude of the set,

multiplying the probability of each strain k in a word Wik

being counted U jk times. We also divide by U jk! to account for

the fact that when any strain has been selected more than once

the order does not need to be considered. Finally, we obtain

CðRobs ¼ rjR, n,a) ¼
Xj{W}j

i¼1

Xj{U}j

j¼1

Yr

k¼1

1

U jk!
fWik

� �U jk : ð5:7Þ

The expression is used in the EM algorithm to calculate the

population-level prevalence of superinfection. Note in the case

where Robs ¼ 1, the expression simplifies to
PR

i¼1 (fi)
n. A more

involved example is illustrative:

Example 5.1 (R 5 6, Robs 5 3, n 5 3). The set of all words is

{W} ¼ {s1s2s3, s1s2s4, . . . ,s4s5s6} which has magnitude j{W}j ¼
6
3

� �
¼ 20. The set of all observation sequences is fUg¼f(1,1,4),

(1,2,3), (1,3,2), (1,4,1), (2,1,3), (2,2,2), (2,3,1), (3,1,2), (3,2,1),

(4,1,1)g which has j{U}j ¼ 10. Summing over all these combi-

nations, we compute the probability of the k-th listed strain in

the i-th word, exponentiating and dividing by the observed

https://github.com/dbrvs/superinfection
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count U jk. For example, using the set {W} above, we read off

fW2,3
¼ f4 ¼ c exp (�4a) and U2,3 ¼ 3.

5.4. Derivation of within-host probability distribution
for multiple strain per measurement scenario

Because some viruses allow for concurrent measurements of mul-

tiple strains, we expand the model to account for this scenario. We

again sum over fWg the set of all ways to select Robs observed

strains from R true strains. Since the strains could be present in

any relative abundance, we then sum over fSg, the set of

all permutations of the observation counts of the Robs strains (n1,

n2, . . ., nRobs), and take the product of probabilities of that set. For

clarity, each member of a single permutation (Sj) is the list (Sj1,

Sj2, . . ., SjRobs), where each element is unique and represents a re-

ordering of the elements of the samples fnkg; there are Robs!

elements Sj within fSg. Thus the conditional probability is

Q(Robs ¼ rjR, n,a) ¼ n
n1,n2, . . . ,nRobs

� �Xj{W}j

i¼1

Xj{S}j

j¼1

Yr

k¼1

(fWik
)S jk , ð5:8Þ

where Q distinguishes from the first model. For clarity, nk ¼ fn1,

n2, . . ., nR
obsg denotes the list of counts of each observed strain.

For example, from a sample of 20 reads, nk ¼ f195, 5g indicates

Robs ¼ 2. The real richness R may be 2, or R may be 3 and the

sample may contain five copies of the second or the third most

abundant strains. Our code currently stops at R ¼ 6 infecting

strains before computation time becomes an issue.

5.5. Estimating richness in a clinical study population
using the expectation-maximization algorithm

To calculate the true average richness of a virus in a population, we

use conditional probability to estimate the real distribution from the

observed distribution. We write the general probability for the true

richness as p(RjRobs, n, a, l), which is conditional on the

experimental variables Robs, n and the parameters of our modela, l.

By Bayes’ rule, the probability of the true richness can be

calculated using the calculated probabilities above as

p(RjRobs, n,a, l) ¼ p(RobsjR, n,a)Z(R,l)P
R p(RobsjR, n,a)Z(R, l)

: ð5:9Þ

We have calculated the observation probabilities p(RobsjR, n, a)

as F in equation (5.1) for the even case, C in equation (5.7) for the

uneven case, and Q in equation (5.8) for the multiple strains per

sample case. The denominator of the conditional distribution has

been written using the identity p(y) ¼
P

x p(yjx)p(x). Throughout,

we have chosen the single parameter (l) ZTP distribution for the

distribution of richness Z(R,l).

The model assumes that we have counts of participants

infected with Robs strains N(Robs) which we transform into the

observed richness probability p(Robs) ¼ N(Robs)=
P

Robs N(Robs).
The model also requires that the number of samples (or sequen-

ces found per person in the multi-strain per sample case) is equal

for all participants. Finally, we assume a single value of the

superinfection parameter (see discussion in Results for the

impact of this assumption).

With these assumptions, we determine the optimal model

parameter (l) with the EM algorithm. We begin with an initial

guess of l0 from the naive calculation of average richness (see

equation (1.1)) and the definition of the average richness with

respect to l,

kR0l ¼
X
Robs

p(Robs)Robs ¼ l0

1� e�l0
: ð5:10Þ

We then use maximum-likelihood iteratively, given l0. We

calculate the conditional probability given the ZTP parameter

p(RjRobs, n, a, li) using equation (5.9) and equations (5.1), (5.7)

or 5.8 depending on the biology of the virus being studied.

Then, the expectation value of the average observed richness is

kRil ¼
X
Robs

p(Robs)
XRmax

R¼1

R p(RjRobs, n,a, li), ð5:11Þ

where Rmax ¼ 6. We then calculate the ZTP parameter numeri-

cally by maximizing the likelihood, in this case analytically

equivalent to setting

liþ1

1� e�liþ1
¼ kRil: ð5:12Þ

Then, this updated ZTP parameter is used to update the

conditional probability distribution p(RjRobs, n, a, liþ 1), and the

algorithm proceeds. We iterate the process until we reach our

desired convergence tolerance of liþ 1 2 li , e ¼ 0.002, or the

number of iterations increases beyond 50. In this way we com-

pute the maximum-likelihood value of l̂, which uniquely

specifies the average richness and the superinfection prevalence

in our population.
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